Technical Bulletin
Big Wally’s Patching Plaster™
for the Ultimate Plaster Repair™








Interior Patching Plaster Dry Mix (just add water)
For Plaster In-Fill (attached to wood, wire, rock lath or masonry)
Easy to Use
Easy Clean-up with Water
Designed for Repairing Old Plaster
For Best Results Use in Conjunction with Big Wally’s Plaster Magic
Professional Grade for Professional Results

Packaging:
L-Pack: Plastic bucket, dry powder, approximate coverage = 500 sq. inches, ½-inch thick
M-Pack: Plastic bucket, dry powder, approximate coverage = 250 sq. inches, ½-inch thick
Company Identification:
Manufacturer:
Order by Phone:
Technical Information:

BWA, Inc., P.O. Box 1084, Brattleboro, VT 05302
802-254-1330, 9 AM-5PM EST, M-F
802-254-1330, 9 AM-5PM EST, M-F

Web Site:
E-Mail:

www.plastermagic.com
info@plastermagic.com

Product Description:
Big Wally’s Patching Plaster—for the Ultimate Plaster Repair, is a professional grade patching plaster
that was originally designed to in-fill historic plaster to its lath. The dry mix formula is packaged (bagged
and boxed) in three different sizes. It works as an interior patching plaster; used in conjunction with
Big Wally’s Plaster Magic to insure long lasting results.
Suggested Uses:
Patching interior historic plaster.
For Best Results:
Reattaching the loose plaster edges and conditioning the lath first with Big Wally’s Plaster Magic®
adhesive repair system will result in the longest lasting repair.

Surface Preparation and Method of Application for Filling in Holes Down to the Lath:
Stabilize the perimeter of the hole by reattaching the loose edges of the plaster with Big Wally’s Plaster
Magic® adhesive repair system. Afterwards, clean lath surfaces and keyways. Apply Big Wally’s Plaster
Magic Conditioner® to all raw plaster surfaces and lath three times, wait ten minutes between
applications. Allow to cure overnight. Do not square up the holes; leave them irregular which helps the
final appearance of the patch look seamless. Apply patching plaster in two layers. The first layers gets
tucked into and under the edges of the existing plaster and through the keyways, between the laths, then
scratch a cross hatch pattern into the surface of the freshly applied plaster with the corner of your putty
knife. The first layer should be one-half the thickness of the hole. After the first layer has set (hard to the
touch), mix and apply the second layer, pushing it into the scratches of the first layer, filling the patched
area completely. Skim with multiple layers of ready mix joint compound, let dry and sand lightly.
Physical & Chemical Characteristics:
This patching plaster is a lime based hydraulic plaster, designed for repairing older homes. The dry
powder mix is reconstituted with water.
Clean Up:
This plaster can be cleaned up with water. For best results add a small amount of distilled vinegar to
warm water to clean up.
Safety:
Avoid skin and eye contact—wear waterproof gloves and eye protection.
Provide proper ventilation.
Protect surrounding area.
Contact with this professional patching plaster may ruin clothing and adjacent architectural features.
May be harmful if swallowed
Keep out of reach of children and pets.
First aid: for eye contact—flush with water for 15 minutes, call physician.
CAUTION: Avoid contact with skin and eyes. If contact with eyes, wash eyes repeatedly for 15 minutes and call physician
immediately. Do not take internally; if ingested, do not induce vomiting and call physician immediately. When mixed with water,
this material hardens and then slowly becomes hot. DO NOT attempt to make a cast enclosing any part of the body. Failure to
follow these instructions may cause burns. May dry skin. Breathing of dust may cause irritation to the eyes, nose, throat, or
upper respiratory system. Keep out of reach of children.
WARRANTY: BWA, Inc. warrants that this product is manufactured using quality raw materials and is of saleable quality and
suitable for the purpose for which it was intended. BWA’s liability under this warranty shall be limited to the replacement of its
product proven to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, loss, or damage, direct or
consequential, arising from the use of/or the inability to use this product correctly.

